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A calculator for the TOPOGRAPHIC INDEX, as used in the TOPMODEL model
Translated from various C and FORTRAN sources into R and then back into FORTRAN by Toby Marthews, 2012-13.

The topographic index is a parameter that was introduced as part of the fine-scale TOPMODEL

hydrological model (Beven & Kirkby 1979, Beven 1997, 2012), arguably the most widely-used 

hydrological model.
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A calculator for the TOPOGRAPHIC INDEX, as used in the TOPMODEL model
Translated from various C and FORTRAN sources into R and then back into FORTRAN by Toby Marthews, 2012-13.

The topographic index at any particular spatial point is basically log(area)/slope where 

area is the drainage area above that point.

There are various alternative ways of calculating the topographic index:

1.The topmodel R package, written in 2008 by Wouter Buytaert, Imperial College

London (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/topmodel/index.html; programs topidx.c

and topidx.R)

2.GRIDATB version 95.01 (program gridatb.f), originally written in 1983 by Keith Beven 

of the Hydrology Group, Lancaster University (revised for distribution 1993-95 by Paul 

Quinn and Jim Freer).

3.A simpler algorithm not based on an iterative search which I’ll call calcslope.f90.

4.Using GRIDATB but with slopes calculated from steepest descent and using 

precalculated contributing areas from HydroSHEDS (Bernhard Lehner).



This is a visual explanation of the topographic index calculation, based on the octagon of 

contour lengths shown in Quinn et al. (1991:Fig.1). Note that the default value will be undefined 

on any plain so I applied a minimum slope to all cells (from Hydro1k).

Inflow contour 

Outflow contour

Topographic index

for this cell
= ln(a/tan(β))

except if clout=0 (i.e. the cell is a 

depression/sink point or on a plain) where:

= ln(A/(2*tan(β’)))

Following topidx.c
tan(β) = Average slope across 

outflow contour (orange)

tan(β’) = Average slope across 

non-outflow contour (blue+black)

clout = Weighted average of the n

outflow (orange) lengths multiplied 

by n, where the weights are tan(β) 

for the slope across each outflow 

length.
a = Specific catchment area =A/clout

DX = Cell sidelength (the black square)



Note the small difference in the default value for sink cells.

Inflow contour 

tan(β) = Average slope across 

outflow contour (orange)

tan(β’) = Average slope across 

non-outflow contour (blue+black)

clout = Weighted average of the n

outflow (orange) lengths multiplied 

by n, where the weights are tan(β) 

for the slope across each outflow 

length.

Outflow contour

Topographic index

for this cell
= ln(a/tan(β))

except if clout=0 (i.e. the cell is a 

depression/sink point or on a plain) where:

= ln(A/(2*DX*tan(β’)))

a = Specific catchment area =A/clout

Following gridatb.f

DX = Cell sidelength (the black square)



Inflow contour 

tan(β) = Slope across outflow 

contour (orange)

clout = The outflow (orange) length

Outflow contour

Topographic index

for this cell
= ln(a/tan(β))

except if clout=0 (i.e. the cell is a 

depression/sink point or on a plain) where:

= [undefined]

a = Specific catchment area =A/clout

Following calcslope.f90

DX = Cell sidelength (the black square)

This program used a single flow direction algorithm to calculate slopes (only one orange contour 

and one blue contour for each cell) and no default values for sink points.



Inflow contour 

All as for GRIDATB inc. default 

values

Outflow contour

Topographic index

for this cell
= ln(a/tan(β))

Following Option #4

Single inflow and outflow, but contributing areas A are validated by HydroSHEDS to correspond 

more closely with more sophisticated routing models.



Input DEM for an area in SE Tanzania

The resolution issue 

(Wolock & McCabe 

1995, Ducharne 2009).

GRIDATB and topidx.c 

follow iterative 

searches, which are 

computationally 

demanding.





Here’s what you get from topidx.c:

High topographic index 

values = large contributing 

areas and shallow slopes 

(typically at the base of 

hillslopes and near streams)

Low values = relatively 

little upslope contributing 

inflow area and steep 

slopes (typically along 

ridges and hilltops)



Here’s what you get from gridatb.f:



Here’s what you get from calcslope.f90:



Here’s what you get from Option #4:





HydroSHEDS 

DEM and 

contributing 

areas

converted to 

NetCDF

Topographic 

index 

calculator 

(available in R 

or FORTRAN)

NetCDF 

output file of 

topographic 

index values

on same grid 

as input (also 

in line with CF 

and WATCH 

conventions)
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A quick advert for a paper I’ve submitted 
where I’m trying to revise some modelling 
issues to do with the soil hydraulics 
models (van Genuchten, etc.).

Marthews et al. (submitted). Hydraulic parameter maps of surface soils in tropical South America 

derived from locally-validated pedotransfer functions. Water Resources Research.
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